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Put this study first to introduce the Shiites in general and the Ismaili 

Shia particular reasons to do and appearing in the African, and the owner of 

sectarian conflict to resist Shiite tide by doctrines contrary to him, and that 

comes in the forefront of the Sunni sect in particular, "al-Maliki" outer 

doctrine and in particular "toes", and taken These doctrines of the many 

and varied forms of resistance to the Shiite tide; but several considerations 

ended with the Shiites in the Maghreb and the establishment of the first 

Islamic state based on the Shiite sect in the Islamic world in the name of 

the Fatimid state in Kasi lands of Islam, and for a number of political, 

cultural and economic considerations start to complete the project Ismaili, 

which aims to control of the Islamic world and the elimination of the 

Abbasid Caliphate authority. 

Secondly, to study the historians Shiites and their compositions 

researcher had to engage in a field of knowledge, "the history of science" or 

"philosophy of science" in which the authors Important completed on the 

history of science history when Muslims. The study involves booting six 

chapters. Specialized boot providing identifiable image of the Maghreb of 

naming and geography and population because of this vast country of 

importance in the opposition revolutions of succession in the Orient and the 

states separatist him such as: (state Idrisid, and state Aghlabids, and 

KharijitesIbadi, and oriole, Albarghoatian); and for a number of the most 

important considerations beyond Center for the succession, and the nature 

of its people and culture, as well as the difficult terrain of nature that helped 

them in the shelter and the resistance, the economic factor that drives the 

policies and affect the tribal community. 

The first chapter: developed by the definition of the Shia, and the 

emergence of Shiism and the emergence of teams and diversity focused on 

Ismaili Shia Marj on the origins and beliefs. 

The second chapter has dealt with the Ismailida'wa, trying through the 

study of Shiites conditions in the country of Morocco, with the search in 

the Maghreb conditions such as Shiites appearance, and the role of 

advocates of the Shiites in creating conditions for the establishment of the 

Fatimid state finished the entry of the Shiite sect of the Maghreb and the 

position of scientists and scholars of this tide The new, stages and the 

founding of the Fatimid state and occurred from the political and cultural 

developments. 

The third chapter: Fajssth to study the historical evolution of thought 

and relay, ending the role of historians of the Shiites in the progress of this 



 

diversity of thought and listed the most important historical writings. 

The fourth chapter is concerned with the factors influencing the 

historical thought when Shiites historians in the country of Morocco, 

addressing the class status of historians and cultures, as well as the impact 

of ideological affiliation and ideological trend in their writings. 

The fifth chapter: it Avrdth BI historians historical references Shiites 

that drew them and their information are: documents, eyewitness 

testimony, and the hearing, Narratives of each House, Narratives Akhbaris 

and historians. 

Chapter VI outlines the purposes of the Shia historians in the Maghreb 

of the writing of history and its impact on the formulation of their 

curriculum in historical writings, Marja on the impact of these 

compositions and their impact on subsequent historians. 

Conclusion The study has attempted to clarify the extent to which 

resulted in the offer to provide solutions to the problems of the study and 

evaluation of historical writings of historians Shiites in the country of 

Morocco in the period under study. 


